Connecting Brussels with Antwerp

Distance: 62 km
How use the first part of this roadbook?
Sheets are divided into 3 spaces.

On the left side you find itinerary towards Bruges; on the right side, itinerary towards Brussels. Each side contains three columns resuming direction (with arrows), kilometers to the next step and explanations about the route. A map illustrate the route in the middle space.

First step
To leave Brussels

Legende

↑ Go straight
↓ Go back
➡ Turn on the right
⬅ Turn on the left

Used route only for the return

N°47 Turn on the right up the house number 47 left

3rd Take the third street on the right
Thanks by dropping by. Take right when you leave Pro Velo.

Place de Londres.
Rue de Caroly.
Rue de Fleurus.
Square de Meeus. Then Rue de la Science. Go straight until the end.
Rue de la Loi.
Rue Ducale.
Rue de la presse.
Rue de Londres n° 15. Welcome to Pro Velo.
In Brussels

14. After the pedestrian area turn right. Rue Botanique.

9.4

13. Rue royale.

9.7

12. Cross the traffic lights and go straight. Rue Royale.

9.8


10.1

10. Place des libertés. Get around the square on the right. Continue on the same axis.

10.2

9. Rue de la Presse.

10.4

3.6. Pass the pedestrian area on the left. Follow Rue verte until the end.

2.8

13. At the light traffic. Turn left. Rue Botanique.

2.5

12. Cross the lights traffic and go straight, along the Botanique.

2.5

11. Rue Royale.

2.2


2.1

9. Place des Libertés. Get around the square on the left. Continue on the same axis.

1.8

km
15 Turn around Place Liedts.

16 Take Rue des Palais (The street without tram)

17 Go under the tracks, follow the street to the canal.

18 Use the facilities to cross the canal.

19 Along Chaussée de Vilvorde and the canal by the bike pass.

19 Use the facilities to cross the canal.

18 Use the facilities to cross the intersection and take Rue des Palais.

17 Go under the tracks, follow Rue des Palais.

16 Turn around Place Liedts.

15 Place Liedts. Take right in Rue Verte.
Cross the intersection Van Praet and continue on the bike path along the canal.

Next page for the numbers 17 and 16.
In Brussels
km
10,4 21 Pont de Buda and embankment of the canal. Change the shore by crossing the lifting bridge.

10,6 22 Chaussée de Buda.

11,9 23 Harenssteenwag.

km
1,5 23 Chaussée de Buda.

2,0 22 Take left and continue along the canal.

5,7 21 Change the shore by crossing the lifting bridge. Take left and continue along the canal.
24 Sluisstraat.

25 Congratulation, you just left Brussels and you are at the node 72 go to node 71.

25 This is the end of the "fietsroutenetwork". Take left in Sluisstraat.

24 Harenssteenweg.

Next page for the numbers 21 and 20.
How use the second part of this roadbook?

Follow our suggested route between Brussels and Antwerp on the "fietsroutenetwork".

The "fietsroutenetwork" is a bicycle route network where different routes are connected through nodes (usually crossroad of paths). This network covers Flanders, the Netherlands and parts of Germany.

Compose your own route with www.fietsnet.be

Second step
To reach Antwerp

How use the second part of this roadbook?

Legend
Observe the panels along the way and follow the corresponding numbers in the table.

For example, in the table below, you must first follow the number 72 and then the number 71. Between the two numbers are shown cumulative distance in kilometers (0.0 km) and kilometers between the two node points (1.4 km).
Antwerp City Center

A  End of the HST road.
B  Train station.
C  Center of Leuven.
Pro Velo was founded in 1992. Our association is evolving with time, but our objectives for the coming years are the following:

- to support (potential) cyclists;
- to teach people to cycle (again);
- to spread a positive image of the bicycle;
- to support the policy.

The overall mission of Pro Velo is to improve the quality of life by actively contributing to the modal shift from car to bicycle.

In practice, the activities of Pro Velo can be grouped in six categories:

- **Pro Velo SERVICE** supports (potential) cyclists with advice and assistance;
- **Pro Velo EDUC** provides a wide range of training courses;
- **Pro Velo TOUR**: (re)discover the bike in a pleasant manner;
- **Pro Velo @ENTERPRISE**: establishes a bike culture in your company;
- **Pro Velo R&D**: a study and research office;
- **Pro Velo EVENT** promotes the bicycle as a means of transport for the general public through campaigns and actions.

Pro Velo asbl
Rue de Londres 15 - 1050 Ixelles
02 502 73 55
info@provelo.org
www.provelo.org

April > October
Mon. > Fri. : 10:00 > 13:30 | 14:00 > 17:00

November > March
Mon. > Fri. : 10:00 > 13:30 | 14:00 > 18:00
including on weekends and holidays.
Discover routes to leave Brussels and reach Antwerp, Leuven, Ghent and Bruges.

www.provelo.org